Instructions for Buddig 1211 using Remote Control

In this room you will find:

- Remote control
- A MacBook laptop computer
- Digital projector
- Sound system

Please turn the projector off at the end of your class!
Press the ON-OFF button on the remote twice.
The light on the projector should emit an orange color.

- Make sure to connect all the cables before powering the computer on. If you are not getting an image on the screen and have pressed RGB 2 on the remote control, please call Media Services at 864-7120.
- Volume control is maintained with the volume buttons on the computer.
- To view DVDs, please use the computer.

Turn the projector on and lower the screen.

- Press the ON-OFF button on the remote control until a green light appears from the projector.
- Be sure to point the remote directly at the projector.
- There will be a 30 second delay as the projector warms up.

Select source.

- Upon powering projector, the appropriate source should already be selected to view the computer. If not, select RGB 2 from the remote. *Note: Please leave this source selected at all times.